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Introduction
Let X=G/K be a bounded symmetric domain in CN, where G is a semi-
simple Lie group with finite center and K is a maximal compact subgroup of G.
An automorphic factor y on X is a C"-mapping j: GxX-^GL(S), S being a
finite dimensional complex vector space, which satisfies the conditions:
1) j(s, x) is holomorphic in x^X for each
2) j(ss'j x)=j(s, s'x)j(s', x) for x^X and s,
Let x0 be the point of X=G/K represented by the coset K. An automorphic
factory* defines a representation r of the group K by the formula τ(f)=/(£, χ0) for
t^K and we say that j is a prolongation of the representation r of K. We
know that, given a representation τ of K in a complex vector space S, there
exists an automorphic factor J
r
: GxX-^GL(S) which is a prolongation of τ
and which we call the canonical automorphic factor of type T [4, 6, Part II].
Moreover, if r is an irreducible representation of K, then the automorphic
factors which are prolongations of r are equivalent to each other [6, Appendix].
Let j be an automorphic factor on X. Then G acts on X x S as a group
of holomorphic transformations if we define the action of s e G by putting
s(x, u) = (sx, j(s, x)u)
for (x, u)<=XxS.
Now let Γ be a discrete subgroup of G. Then Γ acts on X properly and
discontinuously. In the following we assume that the quotient space T\X is
compact and that Γ acts freely on X and let M=T\X. Then M is a compact
complex Kahler manifold. Moreover, Γ acts on XxS and let E(j) be the
quotient of XX S by the action of Γ: E(j)=T\(Xx S). Then E(j) is a holomor-
phic vector bundle over M with typical fibre S. In this paper we consider
exclusively the case where j is a canonical automorphic factor J
r
. In this case the
vector bundle E(JT) may be interpreted in the following way [6]. Let Xu be
the hermitian symmetric space of compact type associated with X. The repre-
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sentation τ of K defines a " homogeneous " vector bundle E
u
(r) over X
u
. Now
X is imbedded in X
u
 as an open submanifold and Γ acts on E
u
(r) \ X as a group
of bundle automorphisms, where E
u
(r) \ X denotes the portion of E
u
(τ) over X.
Then the quotient of E
u
(τ)\X by the action of Γ is a holomorphic vector
bundle over M which is isomorphic to E(J
Ί
).
Let E(J
Ί
) denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of E(J
τ
).
Each cohomology class in Hq(M, E(J7)) is represented by an E"(/τ)-valued
harmonic ^-form which we shall call an automorphic harmonic <?-form of type
J
Ί
 . In particular, for q — 0 an automorphic harmonic 0-form is nothing but a
holomorphic automorphic form of type J
Ί
 in the usual sense.
In Part I of this paper we shall show that an automorphic harmonic q-form
η of type J
r
 is identified with a set (f
s
)s^wfw °f holomorphic automorphic forms
f
s
 of type }
ΊS provided that the highest weight Λ of the representation r of
K satisfies a certain condition here W\ denotes a subset of the Weyl group of
the Lie algebra gc uniquely determined by Λ and τ
s
 is a representation of K
determined by Λ and S in a certain way. We shall show also that, for q=q&>
where <?
Λ
 is a number uniquely determined by Λ, the set Wl
κ
(q) consists of a
single element thus every automorphic harmonic #-form η of type /
τ
 is identified
with a holomorphic automorphic form of type/
τ
 for q=q&.
In Part II of this paper we shall prove a formula which expresses the dimen-
sion of the space of "automorphic forms" in terms of the unitary representation
of G in L2(Γ\G). Combined with the results obtained in Part I we obtain a
formula on the dimension of the space of automorphic harmonic forms which
might be interesting in view of a conjecture stated by Langlands in [3].
PART I
1. We retain the notation introduced in the introduction. We have a
decomposition of the Lie algebra
where f c is the complexification of the subalgebra ϊ of g corresponding K and
n^ are abelian subalgebras of gc such that
[F, n^cn*, [π+, rr]cF.
Moreover, f contains a Cartan subalgebra ίj of g and π+ and π" are spanned by
root vectors corresponding to the roots of gc (with respect to the Cartan sub-
algebra ή) (see [6, Part II]). We denote by Ψ the set of all roots a such that
the root vector X
Λ
 belongs to π+. Then
π
+
 = Σ CX
Λ
 and rr = Σ CX.
Λ
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with X_
Λ
=X
Λy where- denotes the conjugation of gc with respest to the real
form g. We choose X
Λ
 in such a way that
φ(X
ΛJ X-Λ) = 1 ,
where φ denotes the Killing form of gc.
We know that there exists an ordering of the roots such that the roots in
Ψ are all positive. We fix once and for all such an ordering of roots. We
denote by Θ the set of all positive roots not belonging to Ψ. Then the root
vector of β^θ belongs to ϊc. We call a root a belonging to Ψ (resp. Θ) as a
non-compact (resp. compact) positive root. We shall denote by Σ the set of all
roots and by Σ+ (resp. Σ~) the set of all positive (resp. negative) roots.
Let W be the Weyl group of Q°. W is a group of linear transformations of
the dual space ί)0* of the real vector space Ij0= >/IΓ3ξ) in gc and W is generated
by the reflections S
Λ
(a^Σ+} with respect to the hyperplanes P
Λ
={\ \ (α, λ)=0}.
We shall denote by W1 the subgroup of W generated by Sβ with β^θ. W1
is isomorphic to the Weyl group of ϊc. For T e W, let
Φ
τ
=
and let
n(T) = the number of roots in Φ
τ
 .
Let W1 be the subset of the Weyl group W consisting of all T^W such that
ΦTCΨ. It is easy to see that T belongs to W
1
 if and only if Γ~1(Θ)cΣ+.
Now let T be an irreducible representation of K in a complex vector space
S. Then r defines an irreducible representation of the complex reductive Lie
algebra lc which we shall denote by the same letter T. Let Λ be the highest
weight of T. Then we have
(Λ, /3)>0 for all /3<EΞθ .
We shall assume that r satisfies the following condition:
(*) (Λ, α)>0 for all
Then (Λ, γ)>0 for all γeΣ+ and hence there exists an irreducible represen-
tation of QC whose highest weight is Λ. We shall denote this representation of
gc by p and by Λ' the lowest weight of p.
Now put
W\ = (T^Wl\ ΓΛ' = R,A} ,
where R
τ
 is the unique element of W
ί
 such that
= -θ .
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Further we let
For T e Wl we shall denote by r
τ
 the irreducible representation of f c whose
highest weight is — ζ'
τ
, where
ξ'
τ
 = ΓΛ'+<Φ
r
> - T(Λ'-δ)+δ;
here, for any subset Φ of Σ, <Φ> denotes the sum of the roots belonging to Φ
and δ=<Σ+>/2.
Now we can state
Theorem 1. In the notation introduced above, to each automorphic harmonic
q-form η of type J
Ίy where r satisfies the assumption (*), we can associate uniquely
a set (/s)sevr1 c?) °f holomorphic automorphic forms of type J
Ί
 and each of such a
set corresponds to an automorphic harmonic q-form η of type J
Ί
 . In other words
we have the following isomorphism of the cohomology groups:
sew^c?)
REMARK 1. If q=N=dιm
c
M, this theorem reduces to the duality theorem
of Serre as we shall see later.
REMRAK 2. Actually we shall prove Theorem 1 without the assumption that
Γ acts freely on M. See Theorem 1 ' in § 2.
Under the same assumption (*) on Λ, let <?
Λ
 be the number of positive roots
αeψ such that (Λ, α)>0.
Then we have
Theorem 2. If q < qA , then W\(q) is empty. Moreover, W\(q^) consists
of a single element T0 such that
Thus we have
H'(M,E(JJ) = 0 for
where the highest weight of the irreducible representation TTQ oflc is
REMRAK 3. The vanishing of the cohomology groups Hq(My E(JΊ)) for
q<qA has been already proved in [5]. We also remark that ^Λ is the lowest
weight of the representation r of ϊc.
The proof of these theorems will be given in the following sections.
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2. We shall recall here some results proved in [4] and [5]. Let p be an
irreducible representation of gc in a complex vector space F with highest weight
Λ.
A5*0 Restricting the representation p of QC to rt~, we may consider F as an
rΓ-module. Let C(rΓ, -F)=Σ Cg(tCy F) be the cochain complex of the abelian
9
Lie algebra rt~ with coefficients in F, where C^(n~, F) is the vector space of all
^-linear alternating maps of π~ into F. By the Killing form φ of gc we can
identify π+ with the dual space of rt~ and hence C(rΓ, F) with F(g)Λπ+ and
q
Cg(n~, F) with F(g)An+. Let ( , )F be the inner product in F such that
(p(x)u, v)F=(uy p(%)v)F for all #en+®n~ and (p(y)u, v)F=—(u, ρ(y}v)F for all
y^tc, where - denotes the conjugation of gc with respest to g. The Killing
form φ of QC defines an inner product in n+ such that {X
a
\a^ψ} is an
orthonormal basis. Using these inner products in F and n+ we can define an
inner product in C(rΓ, F) which we denote by ( , ). Let d~ be the coboundary
operator. Then there exists an operator δ~ of degree —1 such that
(</-
 c
, c')=(c, 8~ cf) for all c, c'eC(tΓ, F). Let A"=£/-8-+8'rf-. An element
c^Cg(ι\~, F) is called a harmonic ^-cocyle if Δ~c— 0. Every cohomology class
of Hg(n~, F) is represented by a unique harmonic cocyle. Let Sίq be the space
of all harmonic ^-cocyles.
Now Cg(ι\~, F)=F®/\n+ is a ϊc-module, where y^ΐc operates on F and
π
+
 respectively by p(y) and &d(y). Let
be a decomposition of ί1® Λπ+ into direct sum of irreducible ϊc-modules U%',
where ξ' denotes the lowest weight of the irreducible representation τg/ of ϊ
c
 in
U%' and m%' denotes the multiplicity of τ$/.
For Γe^let
^ = ΓΛ
/+<Φτ> -
Then the mapping T— >f^is an injection of W1 into the set {£'} of lowest
weights appearing in (1) and we have:.
Λ*= Σ t^V «V, = 1 >
where ίΓ1(ϊ)={71 <Ξ W71 1 n(T)=q}. This result is due to Kostant [2].
B. The gc-module .F decomposes into sum F=S1-\-S2-\ ----- \-Sm of mutu-
ally orthogonal ϊc-submodules such that
See [4] §§8, 10 or [6].
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1 ) p(X)St c £,_! for ^  e π+ and p( Y)St c St+1 for Y e tr f or t = 1 , 2, , m,
where S0=Sm+1=(0);
2) Sj and S
m
 are simple ϊc-modules and the highest weight of the repre-
sentation of f c in S1 is Λ. Moreover
S, = («eF I
 P(X)u = 0 for all X en+} ,
S
m
= {weF I p( Y)u = 0 for all F err} .
(See [4, Lemma 5.2] or [6, Lemma 6. 1].)
Let
Then
(2) M° g
where, as in §1, JΓ1A(g)={71eϊF1| ΓΛ'^Λ, w(r)=j}.
Proof. Since c#0>(7 is a ϊc-submodule of ^  and MQ is a direct sum of
simple ϊc-modules Ug
τ
 which are not isomorphic to each other, we have
where A is a subset of Wl(q). Then Z7f/r is contained in S^® /\ι\+ with
multiplicity 1 for
Now let
be the decomposition of F into direct sum of simple ϊc-submodules F^ with
lowest weight μ and with multiplicity n^t . Then S1=FRιA and nRιA=l. For
any ΓePF1, ΓΛ appears as one of μ' with nTA'=\. Indeed, as Γ~
1(Θ)cΣ+,
<TAX, /8> = <ΛX, T~^y<0 for all βEEθ and therefore TΛX is the lowest
weight of an irreducible respresentation of Ic which is contained in F and the
eigenspace for the weight TΛ7 is of dimension 1. Now let T^A. Then
ξτ= TΛ'+<Φ
Γ
> and hence the 1 -dimensional eigenspace for the weight ξ'
τ
 is
ί Q
contained in JPT Λ/®Λπ
+
. On the other hand, it is contained in S1®/\n
+
.
Therefore we should have S,=FTAf and hence R1A=TA'. Thus T<=W\(q).
Let, conversely, T^WlA(q). Then FT^=S19 because T^=R,A and FTΛ/ ®
C/^ and therefore T<=A. Thus we have proved that A = WlA(q) and
hence our assertion.
C. Now let T be a representation of K in a complex vector space S and let
Γ be a discrete subgroup of G such that Γ\G is compact. We don't need to
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assume that Γ acts freely on X=G/K. Let A°'g(Γ,X,J
Ί
) denote the vector
space of all ^-valued differential forms of type (0, q) on X such that
for all γeΓ and x^ X, where L
Ί
 denotes the transformation of X by γ. Then
ΣQA°'
g(X, Γ, /
τ
) is a complex with coboundary operator d" and we denote by
H°'g(X, Γ, /
τ
) the q-th cohomology group of this complex. Each cohomology
class of H°'g(X, Γ, /
τ
) is represented by a harmonic form which we shall call an
automorphίc harmonic q-form of type J
Ί
 . In the case q = 0, an automorphic
harmonic form is a holomorphic function / on X such that f(rγx)=Jr(Ύj x)f(x)
for all γ^Γ and #€Ξ-XΓ, i.e. a holomorphic automorphic form of typey
τ
.
If Γ acts freely on X, then the cohomology group H°'g(X, Γ, /
τ
) is isomor-
pkictoHg(M,E(J
r
)).
D. From now on we assume that τ is an irreducible representation of
K such that the highest weight Λ of T satisfies the condition (*) in §1, i.e.
(Λ, α)>0 for all roots α^Ψ. There exists then an irreducible representation
p of gc in a complex vector space F whose highest weight is Λ. Then we have
a decomposition F=S
ί
+S2-\ ----- \-Sm of F into direct sum of ϊ
c
-submodules
such that the representation space S of r is isomorphic to S
λ
 as ϊ
c
-module.
We assume that the representation p of cjc is induced from a representation
p of the group G. Let A(X, Γ, p) be the vector space of all F- valued r-forms
ω on X such that ωoLγ=p(<γ)ω for all γeΓ. Then Σ
r
Ar(X, Γ, p) is a complex
with coboundary operator d (d being the operator of exterior differentiation)
and each element of the cohomology group Hr(X, Γ, p) is represented by a
unique harmonic form; moreover Hr(X, Γ, p)= 2 Hp'q(X, Γ, p), where
r = p + q
Hp'g(X, Γ, p) denotes the cohomology classes represented by harmonic forms
of type (p, q) (see [4], [5], [6]). We have proved in [5] the following results:
a) H^(X,T,J^H^(X, Γ,p);
b) The space of harmonic forms of type (0, q) in Aq(Xy Γ, p) is identified
q
with the space of all F ® Λπ+ valued smooth functions / on Γ\G satisfying the
following condition:
(i) y/=-(p®adl)(y)/for all y el.
9
(ii) For every point x^T\G, the value /(#)(e.F(g)Λπ+) is a harmonic
9 q
cocycle of C^(n~, F)=Fξ§ Λπ+ and moreover f(x)^S1® Λπ+.
(iii) JζJ^OforallαeΨ;
here we consider an element X ^Qc as a complex vector field on Γ\G which is
a projection of the left invariant complex vector field X on G. For the details
see [5, Theorem 7. 1 and Lemma 6. 1].
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9
Thus we may identify an automorphic harmonic q-form η with an F ® Λ π+
valued function /on Γ\G satisfying the above three conditions. We denote by
X the vector space consisting of all these functions. It follows from (ii) that
every f^-C is actually S£'q valued. M°'9 is a direct sum of simple !c-modules
Uξ'
τ
(T& Wlh(q)). To simplify the notation we put Uτ= U^τ and let τ'τ denote
the representation of lc in U
τ
. Thenτ£{y)=(p<g)ad!!.)(y) on U
τ
 for all ΓeF.
Let/
τ
(#) denote the ί7
τ
-component of f(x) for x^T\G. Then/=Σ/
τ
 and
X decomposes into direct sum
where JCT consists of all t/τ-valued functions fτ on Γ\G satisfying
IT) Yfr = -τ'
τ
(Y)fτ , for all FEΞΪ;
2T) XJ=Q for all
The inner product in F®/\n+ defines an inner product in U
τ
 such
that (τ'τ{Y)u,v)+(u,τ'
τ
(Ϋ)u) = Q (FeF). Let # be the conjugate linear
isomorphism of U
τ
 onto the dual space C/
τ
 defined by
(#u)(v) = (v, u) for all v^UT .
Let τ
τ
 denote the representation of lc in ί7
τ
 contragredient to τ
τ
. Then we
have
for y€ΞΪc. For every ί7
τ
-valued function / on Γ\G we define [7*-valued
function tf/on Γ\G by putting
Then, for X EΞ gc, we have
= X(if) .
Thus tt defines a conjugate linear isomorphism of JCT onto the complex vector
space J^τ consisting of all C7* Λ^alued functions λ on Γ\G satisfying
If) y A = -τ
τ
( y)A for all Y e ϊ
2f) -^ .^  = 0 for all
On the other hand by [4], a function h^X% is identified with a holomorphic
automorphic form of type ]
ΊT in fact for a holomorphic automorphic form
a(x) on ^\Γ let h(s)=J
Ί!Γ(sy x^)~λa(π(s)\ for sEϊG, where TT: G—*X denotes the
canonical projection. Then the function h on G is left invariant by Γ and
hence h defines a function h on Γ\G and this function h satisfies the above two
conditions.
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Thus we have proved the following Theorem 1'.
Theorem I'. Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of G such that T\G is compact.
Let r be an irreducible representation of K with highest weight Λ such that (Λ, a) > 0
for all α^Ψ. Then the space of automorphic harmonic q-forms of type J
τ
 is
isomorphic to the direct sum of the spaces of holomorphίc automorphic forms of type
]
ΊT t where T ranges over the subset W^(q) of the Weyl group W of QC and where rτ
denotes the irreducible representation oftc with the highest weight — TΛ' — <ΦT>, Λ'
being the lowest weight of the irreducible representation p of QC with highest weight Λ.
REMARK 1. Let q=N=dim
c
X. There exists a unique element
such that R(Σ+)=Z~. Let R1=R~1R. Then Rl<=W* and Φ^=Ψ. In fact,
(R1)-\Θ)=R-1R1(θ)=R-\-θ)c:^+ and hence Rl^W\ Moreover since Ψ
is the set of weights of the ϊc-module n+ and since R^ W
ίy we have R1(Ψ)=Ψ
and hence Λ((Λ1)-1Ψ)-ΨcΣ+ and hence (Λ^-'ΨcΣ". Thus ΨdR1^')
and hence Ψ-Φ^. Thus R^W\N). Next we show that R1 e W1A(N), i.e.
R1\'=R1A. In fact, we have #Λ'=Λ, i.e. R1R
1A'=A. But R?=\ and hence
R1A'=R1Λ. Moreover, it is clear that W^(N) consists of a single element and
hence Wj^(N)={R1}. Now we show that
where σ is the 1 -dimensional representation of ϊ in Λπ~ defined by σ(Y)=
tr(ad_( Y)) ( y e f c) and r* is the contragredient of r. In fact, the highest weight
of τRι is — ^ Λ'— <Φ/?ι>=— ^ A— <Ψ>. On the other hand, the weight of σ
is — <Ψ> and the highest weight of r* is — ^ Λ and hence τ
Λι
=σ(g)τ*. By
Theorem 1, we have H°'N(Xy Γ, JΊ)^H°'\X, Γ, /σ(g)τ*). If Γ acts freely on X,
we have E(J
σ
^*)=Kξ§E(J
Ί
}*, where K denotes the canonical bundle of
M=T\X and £"(/
τ
)* is the dual vector bundle of E(J
Ί
) and hence the isomor-
phism HN(My E(JJ)^H\M, K®E(Jr)*) and this is a special case of Serre
duality theorem.
REMARK 2. We have (-£'
Γ
, — &+2δ)=(Λ, Λ+2δ) for any Γ, where
δ = Σ
β>0(α/2). In fact &=Γ(Λ'-δ) + δ and hence (-??r, -^+2δ) =
(Γ(Λ'-δ), Γ(Λ'-δ))-(δ, δ) = (Λ'-δ, Λ'-δ)-(δ, δ) = (Λ', Λ')-2(Λ', δ) =
S))=(A, Λ)-2(Λ, -δ)=(A, Λ+2δ).
3. In this section we shall prove Theorem 2. Let R and /?
x
 be the
elements in W and Wl respectively such that R(Σ+)=— Σ+ and ^(Θ)^— Θ.
2
-^
2
-!. Let
Then we see easily that R.V^R^^^W] TA'^R.A} and hence
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(1) WίA=
On the other hand we have
(2) W1 =
In fact, let Γe W1 and a e Θ. Then (R.TR^a^RT^R^ e RT-l(-Q)
C-7?2+=Σ+ and hence (Rl 77?)-1ΘcΣ+ which shows that R^R is in W\
Thus ^HΛRcHΛ But we have R1
2
=Rt=l and hence we get Wld R,W1R
and hence (2). From (1) and (2) we obtain:
( 3 )
Let
(Wl Π FΔ)(g) = {Te W1 Π FΛ I n(Γ) = q} .
For a subset Φ of Σ+, Φc will denote the complement of Φ in Σ+.
Lemma 1. Let T^W\ Then Φ
ΛlTje=Λ1(Ψ Π Φeτ) and hence
=N—n(T), where N denotes the number of roots in Ψ.
Proof. We first remark that
 JR1(Ψ)=Ψ and that, as R,TR and T are in
and Φ
τ
 are subsets of Ψ. ΦRίTR consists of all α^Ψ such that
(R1TR)~1a<Q. Now (R1TR)-1a=RT~1R1a (αeΨ) is negative if and only if
T~1R^ is positive. But T^αeΨ and hence T~lR^a is positive if and only if
R^&Φr and this proves Lemma 1.
From (3) and Lemma 1 we get
Vh}(N-q)R .
Let now
(5) Ψ0
Λ
 = {αeΨ|(Λ,α) = 0}.
Then the number of roots in Ψ^ is N—qA.
Lemma 2. // T e W1 Π F
Λ
, ί^ w Φ
Γ
 c Ψ°
Λ
 .
Proof. Let a^Φ
τ
. Then αeψ and T-1α<0 and hence (Λ, T~1a)=
(ΓΛ, α)<0. Since ΓeF, we have ΓΛ=Λ and hence (Λ, α)<0. By our
assumption on Λ, (Λ, α)>0 and therefore (Λ, α)=0 and this shows that α^ψ£.
From Lemma 1 and 2 we see that, if Te W&y then n(T)>qA which
proves the first part of Theorem 2.
Now we are going to show that there exists a unique elements S e W1 Π VA
such that ΦS=Φ^. Then T^RβR will be the unique element in W/^Λ) and
, (Λ, α)>0}={α|
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First we remark that the uniqueness of T such that ΦT=Ψ^ follows from a
results of Kostant [2, Prop. 5.10]*5: The mapping T->ΦT (T^W) defines
an injection of W into the set of subsets of Σ+.
Now let
Qu = \/-im+ϊ,
where Q=m-\-ΐ is the Cartan decomposition of g so that mc=tt++n~. Then
Q
u
 is a compact real form of QC. Let HQ be the element in £) such that <p(H, H0)
= v/IΓΐΛ(#) for all # el). Then [#0, XΛ] = ^ /^\ (Λ, αJ-X* for all root a.
Let I be the centralizer of H0 in gM . Then I is the Lie algebra of a compact
Lie group and lc is identified with the centralizer of HQ in QC. We see easily
that
where H={#eΣ+|(Λ, tf)=0} and g^ denotes the 1-dimensional eigenspace for
the root a.
Let G
u
 be the adjoint group of QU and L the subgroup of Gu consisting of
all σ<=G
u
 such that σ(H0)=HQ. Then the Lie algebra of L is I and, L being
the centralizer of a 1-parameter subgroup, L is connected. Now let ΓeF
Λ
.
We consider PF as a group of linear transformations of £) by identifying
roots α with elements //^ in f) such that \/^ΐ a(H)=φ(H, H
Λ
] for all #el}.
Then we know that for T^W there exists an element t^G
u
 such that
t(X)^T(X) for all X^. Then ΓΛ = Λ implies t(H0) = H0 and hence ί
belongs to L. Thus Γ belongs to the Weyl group of lc. It follows then that
VA is the subgroup of W generated by SΛ with αeH, where SΛ denotes the
reflection with respect to the hyperplane α=0.
Now let
ίl= {α^Σ+ |(Λ, α)>0}.
Then Ξ U ( — Ξ)UΩ is a closed system, i.e. if a and β belong to this set of
roots and a-\-β is also a root, then a+β belongs also to this set. Then
U =
is a parabolic subalgebra and lc and Σ g
Λ
 are the reductive part and the
*GΞΩ
nilpotent part of u respectively. Then by a theorem of Kostant [2, Prop. 5. 13],
every T €Ξ W7 is written uniquely
* The existence of TeW such that ΦT=Ψ^ follows also the same proposition, but it i§
not easy to see that
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where VA={T^W\Φ
τ
dΩ}.
Lemma 3. Let U^W1 and let
U= ST, S
Proof. Let αeΩ. Then (Λ, α)>0 and (Λ, a)=(S~lΛ, S^cO^Λ, S-'α),
because ^S^A— Λ. Then 5-1α is positive and belongs to Ω. Hence Φ
s
 Π Ω=φ.
Next let α<ΞΞ Πθ. Since U<=W\ we have t/~1α>0. Suppose S^α: is
negative. Then — S~1a= Γ(— ί7~1α)>0 and — [/"1α>0 and hence T(—U~lά)
belongs to Φ
τ
. Since T^VA, Φ
τ
 is contained in Ω and hence — S^a^Ω.
One the other hand, as αeB and Se VA, we have (Λ, — S~1a)= (SΛ, — α)=
— (Λ, α)=0 and this contradicts the fact — S^a^Ω. Therefore S^a must
be positive for all αeΞ (Ί θ and this shows that Φ
s
 Π Ξ Π θ=φ.
Finally let αeBΠΨ. Suppose C7"1α<0 and S"1α>0. Then S-'a^
TU~la and hence *S'~ 1αeBnΦrCEnΩ = φ and this is a contradiction.
Therefore if ί7"1α<0, then S-1a must be negative. Analogously we can show
that if C/"1α>0, then S"1α>0. These show that
On the other hand we have
Σ
+
 = B U Ω = (B Π Ψ) U (Ξ Π θ) U Ω (disjoint)
Therefore we get from what we have proved so far
Lemma 4. An element U of W belongs to W1 Π VA if and only if Φί/
Proof. By Lemma 2, if U &Wl Γ\ V^, Φ
v
 is contained ΨA. Conversely,
let Φt/czψ£ and let U=S T as in Lemma 3. Then Φ
s
=Φt/ by Lemma 3.
But the mapping Γ->Φ
r
 is bijective and hence U=S<= F
Λ
. But ΦjjdΨ^dΨ
and hence U e= ΪF1. Thus C7 e PF1 Π VA.
Now let Rl=R,R. Then Λ1^ PF1 and Φ*1— Ψ (see Remark 1 in § 2). Let
R^ST as in Lemma 3. Then S belongs to W1 Π ^
Λ
 and Φs-Φ,?1 Π ΨΛ= ^ Λ
Thus A? is the unique element in (W1 Γl W) (N—qA) and Theorem 2 is proved.
From Theorems 1 ' and 2 we get the following theorem.
Theorem 2'. The assumptions and the notation being as in Theorems 1' and
2, the space of automorphίc harmonic qA- -forms of type Jτ is isomorphίc to the
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space of holomorphic automorphic forms of type JτTQy where T0 is the unique
element in W^(qA). We have
The highest weight of rTo is
-τy?Λ-<ΦTo>.
PART II
We retain the notation introduced in Part I*\ Let g=m+ϊ be the Cartan
decomposition of g and let {X1 , , Xm} and {Y19 ••-,¥,} be the bases of m
and I respectively such that φ(Xi9 XJ) = 8ij ί φ(Yay Yb)= — Sab (i,j=l, ••• , m\
ay b=l, -•• , r). Then the Casimir operator C is the differential operator on G
given by
We denote by C°°(G, V) the complex vector space of all C°°-functions on G
with values in a finite dimensional complex vector space V.
1. Let T be a representation of K in a complex vector space V and let Γ be
a discrete subgroup of G. By an automorphic form of type (Γ, r, λ
τ
) we mean
a function /eC°°(G, V) satisfying the following three conditions (cf. [1]):
2)
3) Cf= λ
τ
/, where λ
τ
 is a complex constant depending only on r.
We denote by A(Γ, T, λ
τ
) the vector space of all automorphic forms of type
(Γ, T, λ
τ
)
Proposition 1. Assume Γ\G is compact. Then the dimension of the vector
space A(Γ, T, χ
τ
) is finite.
Proof. ([!]). It follows from the condition 1) for automorphic forms
that y/=-τ(Y)/for F<ΞΪ and/e^(Γ, r, χ
τ
). Put
Then C'f=r(C')f, where τ(C")=Σ τ( F
a
)2. Let
Γ*\r)Γ*f V^ V2_I_SΠ V 2
— ^\~£ ^  — / ! ^Λ. ^ ~j~ / j J:
 α
 .
i = l β=l
* In Part II we don't need to assume that G\K has a G-invariant complex structure.
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Then L is a left invariant elliptic differential operator on G. For/e^ί(Γ, T, λ
τ
)
we have
L/=AΓ/,
where M denotes the endomorphism of V defined by
M = λ
τ
/+2τ(C").
Let F(x) be a polynomial such that F(M)=0 and let P=F(L). Then P is also
a left invariant elliptic operator on G and we have Pf=0 for/ev4(Γ, T, χ
τ
).
Now by the second condition on automorphic forms, we may consider / as
a F-valued function on Γ\G and by the left invariance of P, we may consider P
as an elliptic operator on Γ\G. The manifold Γ\G being compact, the vector
space of all V-valued functions on Γ\G satisfying the equation Pf—Q is finite
dimensional and in particular A(T9 r, λτ) is finite dimensional.
EXAMPLE. Let us assume that G/K is a bounded symmetric domain in CN
as in Part I and let J
Ί
 be the canonical automorphic factor of type T. Assume
T is irreducible and let Λ be the highest weight of T. Then the space of all
holomorphic automorphic forms of type J
r
 on G/K is identified with the space
of all automorphic forms of type (Γ, T, χ
τ
) with
λ
τ
 = (Λ, Λ+28),
where
δ - Σ a/2 - <Σ+>/2 .
05>0
2. Let T be a unitary representation of G in a Hibert space H and let C
τ
be the Casimir operator of the representation T. C
τ
 is a self-adjoint operator of
H with a dense domain and if T is irreducible, there exists a complex number
λ
τ
 such that C
τ
φ=\
τ
φ for all φ in the domain of C
τ
.
Let T be irreducible and let T
κ
 be the restriction of T onto K. Then
T
κ
 is a unitary representation of K and it is known that T
κ
 decomposes into a
countable sum of irreducible representations of K and each irreducible repre-
sentation T of K enters in T
κ
 with finite multiplicity which we shall denote by
(T
κ
: r).
Let U be the unitary representation of G in the Hibert space L2(Γ\G):
(U(g)f)(x)=f(xg), #er\G, £ e G. We know that U decomposes into sum
of a countable number of irreducible unitary representations in which each
irreducible representation T enters with a finite multiplicity which we shall
denote by (t/: T).
Note that we have Cy/=C/for/eL2(Γ\G) Π C~(Γ\G).
Theorem 3, Assume that Γ\G is compact and r is irreducible. Then
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dim,4(Γ,τ,
λτ
) = Σ (U:T)(T
κ
:τ*),
where T* denotes the irreducible representation of K contragredίent to r and D
λτ
denotes the set of irreducible representations T of G such that \
τ
=\
τ
, λ
τ
 being the
constant such that C
τ
φ=\
τ
φ for all φ in the domain of the Casimir operator C
τ
.
From Theorem 2' and Remark 1 in Part I, §2 and Example in Part II, §1,
we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary. The notation and the assumptions being as in Theorems 2' and 3,
the dimension of the space of automorphic harmonic qA-forms of type Jr is equal to
(U:T)(T
κ
:τ'To),
,Λ + 2δ>
where T'TQ denotes the irreducible representation of K with lowest weight
ξ'TQ = Γ0Λ'+<ΦTo> ,
where
3. Proof of Theorem 3. Let
be the decomposition of L2(Γ\G) into direct sum of irreducible invariant closed
subspaces and let
U
a
=U\H
a
.
Let a be an index such that CUaφ=\Ίφ for φ in the domain of CUa and let
m.
Further let
be the decomposition of H
a
 into direct sum of irreducible /^-invariant sub-
spaces. We may assume that for 6=1, 2, ••• , m, the irreducible representation
of K in H
a 6, is equivalent to T*.
Take a basis {v19 ••• , vn} of the representation space V of T and let
Then there exists a basis {/«>6, ••• ,/«,&} of Ha b such that
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( i ) /U«*) = Στί(Λ-I)/S»
for k^K and Λ?eΓ\G. Define a F-valued function/,
 6 on Γ\G by putting
/..»(*) =
Then
£.*(**) -
Put
where r denotes the projection of G onto Γ\G. Then f
ab satisfies the con-
ditions 1) and 2) of automorphic forms of type (Γ, r, λ
τ
). If {gltt>, •" ,ga,*} is
another basis of H
a b satisfying the condition (1), then there exists a complex
number a such that a ga,b=fa,ι> for λ=l, ••• , n by Schur's Lemma. Therefore
the function J
a >b is well defined up to constant multiple.
Let us prove that f
a tb is differentiable and satisfies the equation Cf0tb=
\
τ
fatb. To show this it is sufficient to show that every function φ^Ha b is
diίferentiable. In fact, φ is then in the domain of the operator Cu=C and
Cjjφ=CUaφ=\Ίφ (Remark that C is a differential operator on G left invariant
by G and hence we may consider C as a differential operator on Γ\G. To
show the differentiability of φ^H
a b, we remark first that for any h^C°°(Γ\G)
and ψ^H
a
we have
(2) (CΛ, ψ ) = (A, λ
τ
ψ ) .
In fact, let i/r be an element in the domain of the operator CUa. Then
(CA, ^)=(Cuhy ψ)=(A, CUaΛ}r)=(hy λτι/r). The elements ψ being dense in Hay
the equality (2) holds for any ψe#
α
. Now let φ<=H
ab. Then for any Feϊ,
-φ)= U'
a
(Y)φ
/-X)
exists. In fact, U'
a
(Y)φ=— τ*(Y)φ. In particular
where, as in the proof of Proposition 1 in §1, we put C'=^Y%- Let
a
L = C+2C' .
Then for any φ^H
at and AeC°°(Γ\G) we get from (2):
(Lh, φ) = (Ch, φ)+2(C'h, φ) = (A, λ^»)+(A, 2τ*(C»
= (A,
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where J3=λ
τ
/+2τ*(C") is an endomorphism of the finite dimensional vector
space H
ab. By induction we get (Lk h, φ)=(h, Bkφ) for Λ=l, 2, •••,. Let
F(x) be a polynomial such that F(B)=0 and let P=F(L). Then (PA, <p)= 0.
This shows that the distribution D
φ
 defined by D
φ
(h)=(hy φ) satisfies the elliptic
equation PD
φ
=0. Then φ is differentiate and in fact Pφ=Q.
Thus we have shown that for each index a such that U
a
^D\
Ίy we get ma
functions f
a b(b=l, ••• , ma) belonging to A(T, r, λτ). If c is another index such
that UC^D\T, then we get also functions fcd (d=\y 2, ••• , mc\ mc=((Uc)κ: T*))
belonging to A(Γ, r, λ
τ
) and it is easy to see that f
ab and Jc td are linearly
independent. By Proposition 1, the dimension A(Γ, r, λ
τ
) is finite. It follows
then that the number of the irreducible unitary representations T of G belonging
to D\
τ
 such that (U: T)ΦO and (T: τ*)Φθ is finite. We may therefore assume
that [/!, C/2, , Ut are these unitary representations. For each α, \<a<t.
We get functions f
ab (l<b<((U^)κ: T*)) in A(Γ, r, λτ) and these functions are
t
linearly independent. The number of these functions equals ^((U
a
)K: T*)
o=l
which is equal to Σ (U: T)(TK: T*). Thus we get
=
dim ^(Γ, T, λ
τ
)> Σ (tf : Γ)(7Ίr: T) .
τez>
τ
Now let/e^4(Γ, T, λ
τ
) and let
Then/λ is a differentiate function on G such that f\Ύg)=f*(g) for all
Then there exists a differentiable function /λ on Γ\G such that fλ=fλ°π.
Then we have
for all &e/£ and Λ;eΓ\G. Moreover
C/λ =λ
τ
/λ .
Let P
a
 be the projection of L2(Γ\G) onto H
a
 . If h is differentiable, we have
P
a
Xh = lira ^P
a
(ί7(exp tX)h-h) = lim — (f/
β
(exp tX)P
a
h-P
a
h) = U'JX)P
a
h.
t+o t /->o ί
It follows that P
α
A is in the domain of CUa = ^U
/
a
(Xi)2-^Ufb(Yb)2 and
t b
P
a
Ch=CUaPah. Thus we get:
CUaPafλ = λτPa/λ .
It follows that, if U
a
$D^, then P
a
/λ=0. Therefore we have:
(3) /λ
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Let 0e[l, t] and assume P
Λ
/λφO for some λ. Let F be the linear subspace
of H
a
 spanned by {PJ\ PJ\ ••• , P
a
fn}. Then FΦ(0) and F is ^-invariant.
In fact
Let {I1, — ,?11} be the basis of F* dual to the basis {v19 — 9vH} of F. The
linear map of F* onto F defined by ξ"-*P
a
f* is a ^-homorphism and in fact a
X'-isomorphism, because F* is irreducible. It follows that P
a
fl , , P
a
f
u
 are
»Z
Λ
linearly independent and F is contained in Σ θ #« & because of the orthogo-
6 = 1
nality relation. Then we can write:
Then
(P
a
fx)(xk) = Σ
t,^
= Σ
b,μ>,τ
On the other hand
Therefore we get :
(λ, ^ = 1 , ... , if) .
By Schur's Lemma we have a(b)^=a
a bS^ where aa b is a constant depending
on a and b. Thus
m
α
P f λ _ NΓΊ jγ /λ
β/ — Z-i ^Λ ft/α δ )ft=ι
whence /λ=Σ ^«/λ=Σ a. ,/£
 δ
. Therefore Σ/X=Σ «« >Λ *- It follows
a a,b a,b λ
then /is a linear combination of /
α δ
's and therefore {/
Λ>6} form a basis of the
vector space A(T, ,r \t) and the theroem is proved.
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